TWGHs Primary Schools
【Our Positive Theme Song – Parent-child Lyrics Writing Competition】
Terms and conditions
1. Organiser
TWGHs Joint Primary Schools

1.1
2. Purpose

To spread a message of positive education by writing a song for teachers and

2.1

students in TWGHs schools
3. Theme
3.1

“Our Positive Theme Song”

4. Eligibility
4.1

Students and parents of TWGHs primary schools may join this parent-child
competition. There is no limit of participants in each team (i.e. siblings in the
same school may join as a team). Each team should submit one piece only.

5. Date and Timeline
Date

Event

17/5/2021(Monday)

All TWGHs Primary Schools will distribute the competition
prospectus and application form on 17th May. The song, musical
notation and sheet music will be available for download on
TWGHs primary school’s websites for interested students and
parents.

5/7/2021(Monday)

Participating students and parents should submit their application
forms, finished works as well as recordings or videos of students
singing the works to their corresponding primary schools on or
before 5th July.

19/7/2021(Monday)

Results will be announced on schools’ websites.

26/8/2021(Thursday) Winning teams will be invited to TWGHs Positive Education
Launch Ceremony (award presentation).
6. Specification of Work Submitted
6.1

Lyrics should be in Cantonese with some English or Mandarin in chorus allowed

6.2

Lyrics must be themed under “positive vibes”

6.3

Format of recordings or videos is not limited as long as they are playable on
computers

7. Assessment Methodology and Criteria
7.1

Winning pieces will be selected by professional judging panel formed by
instructors from TWGHs Kitty Woo Music and Art Development Centre

7.2 Judges will assess the submitted works based upon a pro rata share of the following

items:
1

Content and relevance to theme

50%

2

Harmony between lyrics, melody and rhythm

50%

*Recordings or videos presented to the judges are for assessment purpose only.
Quality of videos and singing techniques are not considered
8. Award
8.1

One joint school champion and 13 nominated winners

8.2

Award: $1,000 book voucher and certificate for joint school champion
$200 book voucher and certificate for each nominated winner

9. Terms
9.1

Participants are deemed to agree and accept the following terms once their works are
submitted. Failure to comply with such may result in disqualification for the
competition:

9.1.1

Personal information presented on application form along with the work is
genuine and correct;

9.1.2

Works submitted cannot be altered or returned. Participants may make copies before
submission;

9.1.3

All results by the judging panel are final and conclusive. Participants are obliged
to adhere to the decisions;

9.1.4

TWGHs reserves the rights to edit and use (including replicate, provide and
distribute them to the judging panel) application forms, works and other materials
submitted by the participants for judging or other related purposes;

9.1.5

TWGHs owns the copyright of the winning piece (champion) and has the rights
to present, perform or play in any venues, occasions or in any media;

9.1.6

Participants agree that TWGHs and its authorised parties have the rights to
present, perform or play selected/awarded pieces in any media for marketing
and promotional positive education purposes;

9.1.7

The ultimate authority for interpretation of the relevant terms rests with TWGHs.

10. Enquiries
For enquiries, please contact teacher-in-charge in your respective primary school or Mr.
Tse Chun Kit (Deputy Headteacher (Acting)) from TWGHs Wong Yee Jar Jat
Memorial Primary School (competition coordinator) on 27061336.

